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On Friday 4th and Saturday 5th September On Friday 4th and Saturday 5th September 
we had collectors at several locations around we had collectors at several locations around 
Whanganui for the Multiple Sclerosis Annual Whanganui for the Multiple Sclerosis Annual 
Appeal.Appeal.  

We managed to raise $2,271.50 which was a We managed to raise $2,271.50 which was a 
huge increase over the previous years huge increase over the previous years 
collection.collection.  

The society would like to thank all those who The society would like to thank all those who 
volunteered their time to help us achieve  this. volunteered their time to help us achieve  this. 
Without your help there would be no way we Without your help there would be no way we 
could keep our doors open to provide support could keep our doors open to provide support 
for those suffering from Multiple Sclerosis.for those suffering from Multiple Sclerosis.  

Pictured below are a couple of members of Pictured below are a couple of members of 
“Les Girls & Guys”, a group who always offer “Les Girls & Guys”, a group who always offer 
their time for raffles and collections.their time for raffles and collections.  

THANK YOUTHANK YOU  

Edition 5, 2015 
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I would like to welcome our new and old I would like to welcome our new and old 
board members, Cherry and Ron Novis, board members, Cherry and Ron Novis, 
Tony GrantTony Grant--Fargie and Sandra Rickey.Fargie and Sandra Rickey.  
A thank you goes out to Barbara Clarke, A thank you goes out to Barbara Clarke, 
Hamish Harding, and Jason Granville for Hamish Harding, and Jason Granville for 
their contributions to the society as their contributions to the society as 
outgoing board members.outgoing board members.  
I attended the MSNZ AGM held in I attended the MSNZ AGM held in 
Auckland on 8th October, 2015. There Auckland on 8th October, 2015. There 
are many changes that our board will are many changes that our board will 
have to meet. I am positive that as a team have to meet. I am positive that as a team 
the new board are up to the challenge.the new board are up to the challenge.  
Legislative ChangesLegislative Changes  
  Changes to the Incorporated Society Changes to the Incorporated Society 

ActAct——no change since 1908no change since 1908  
  Changes to the Charitable ServicesChanges to the Charitable Services  
  Upcoming Health and Safety BillUpcoming Health and Safety Bill  
  New Financial Reporting Act 2013 New Financial Reporting Act 2013 

and the development of the XRBand the development of the XRB  

  Performance reportingPerformance reporting——Moving from Moving from 
straight financial reporting to straight financial reporting to 
performance reporting due to performance reporting due to 
changes that are taking place in the changes that are taking place in the 
charity sectorcharity sector  

  Ministry of Health funding changesMinistry of Health funding changes——
Funding will cease in June 2016.Funding will cease in June 2016.  

  Constitution changesConstitution changes  
  GovernanceGovernance  
Moving forward I would like to thank Moving forward I would like to thank 
those who nominated me as the new those who nominated me as the new 
President of the Wanganui Multiple President of the Wanganui Multiple 
Sclerosis SocietySclerosis Society  
  
RegardsRegards  

Veronica Kapaiwai 
President 

President’s Message 

New Board ElectedNew Board Elected  
  

Veronica Kapaiwai Veronica Kapaiwai 
PresidentPresident  
Committee Member for 18 Committee Member for 18 
months who has stepped up to months who has stepped up to 
the role of President.the role of President.  

  

Ron NovisRon Novis  

TreasurerTreasurer  
New to our board but not to New to our board but not to 
governance.governance.  

  

Cherry NovisCherry Novis  

Committee MemberCommittee Member  
Cherry joined  our board half Cherry joined  our board half 
way through the last term and way through the last term and 
is continuing her support.is continuing her support.  
  

Sandra RickeySandra Rickey  

Committee MemberCommittee Member  
Former President who is Former President who is 
continuing her support for MS.continuing her support for MS.  

  

Tony GrantTony Grant--FargieFargie  

Committee MemberCommittee Member  
Another new to our board but Another new to our board but 
not to governance.not to governance.  
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Field Officer’s Field Officer’s 
ReportReport  

Hello EveryoneHello Everyone  

The year has certainly gone quickly. It will The year has certainly gone quickly. It will 
soon be Christmas and holidays for lots soon be Christmas and holidays for lots 
of people and kids. School holidays and of people and kids. School holidays and 
lots of parents will be saying “Not lots of parents will be saying “Not 
again...”. These school holidays seem to again...”. These school holidays seem to 
come around so quickly.come around so quickly.  

Anyway life still goes and the first week in Anyway life still goes and the first week in 
November from the 2ndNovember from the 2nd--6th November is 6th November is 
patient safety week. To highlight patient patient safety week. To highlight patient 
safety week 2015 Whanganui District safety week 2015 Whanganui District 
Health Board is hosting an open stand at Health Board is hosting an open stand at 
Whanganui Hospital for staff, visitor’s and Whanganui Hospital for staff, visitor’s and 
patients. The stand is open daily from patients. The stand is open daily from 
10am to 2pm.10am to 2pm.  

Open Stand TopicsOpen Stand Topics  

MondayMonday    --Falls preventionFalls prevention  

TuesdayTuesday    --Preventing blood clotsPreventing blood clots  

WednesdayWednesday  --Advance care planningAdvance care planning  

ThursdayThursday    --Medication safetyMedication safety  

FridayFriday    --Preventing infectionPreventing infection  

If you can’t get there more information is If you can’t get there more information is 
available at available at   

www.open.hqsc.govt.nz/patientwww.open.hqsc.govt.nz/patient--safetysafety--
week/week/  

  

Carol HammondCarol Hammond  
Field OfficerField Officer  

VegetableVegetable  
AndAnd  

Bacon SliceBacon Slice  

IngredientsIngredients  
  6 eggs6 eggs  

  1 large zucchini, grated1 large zucchini, grated  

  1 carrot, grated1 carrot, grated  

  1/2 onion, finely diced1/2 onion, finely diced  

  1/2 cup grated cheese1/2 cup grated cheese  

  300g thinly sliced bacon300g thinly sliced bacon  

  Pinch of nutmeg and baking powderPinch of nutmeg and baking powder  

  Salt and pepper to tasteSalt and pepper to taste  
  

DirectionsDirections  
1.1.  Beat the eggs in a large bowl  
2.2.  Add nutmeg, salt, pepper and baking 

powder  
3.3.  Softly stir all ingredients together  
4.4.  Place in lined tin and bake for 25 mins at 

180 degrees.   

If you would like to receive our newsletter or If you would like to receive our newsletter or 

other notifications via email please give Gary other notifications via email please give Gary 

a call on 345a call on 345--2336.2336.  

Alternatively email us atAlternatively email us at  

mswanganui@xtra.co.nzmswanganui@xtra.co.nz  

We can reduce costs and save a few trees.We can reduce costs and save a few trees.  
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Moods & EmotionsMoods & Emotions   
  

Find and circle all of the word that are hidden in the grid.Find and circle all of the word that are hidden in the grid.  
The remaining 12 letters spell an additional word The remaining 12 letters spell an additional word   

  
  

AFRAIDAFRAID  
AGITATEDAGITATED  
ANGUISHANGUISH  
BLUEBLUE  
BOREDBORED  
CHEERYCHEERY  
DARKDARK  
DOWNDOWN  
DREADDREAD  
EDGY EDGY   

ELATIONELATION  
FURIOUSFURIOUS  
GENIALGENIAL  
GLOOMYGLOOMY  
GROUCHYGROUCHY  
HELPLESSHELPLESS  
HOPEFULHOPEFUL  
HUMILIATEDHUMILIATED  
HURTHURT  
IRKED IRKED   

JADEDJADED  
JOVIALJOVIAL  
LONELYLONELY  
LOVELOVE  
MELLOWMELLOW  
MERRYMERRY  
MISERYMISERY  
OFFENDEDOFFENDED  
ORNERYORNERY  
PANIC PANIC   

PEACEFULPEACEFUL  
PLEASEDPLEASED  
REMORSEREMORSE  
SOMBERSOMBER  
SUNNYSUNNY  
SYMPATHYSYMPATHY  
UNEASYUNEASY  
UPBEATUPBEAT  
WEARY WEARY   
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a demyelinating Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a demyelinating 
disease of the central nervous system (CNS) disease of the central nervous system (CNS) 
which if left untreated results in significant which if left untreated results in significant 
disability over a 20disability over a 20--30 year time frame for the 30 year time frame for the 
majority of people.majority of people.  

We know that the EpsteinWe know that the Epstein--Barr virus that Barr virus that 
causes glandular fever, relative vitamin D causes glandular fever, relative vitamin D 
deficiency, smoking and obesity are all risk deficiency, smoking and obesity are all risk 
factors for the development of the disease. factors for the development of the disease. 
These environmental factors cause an These environmental factors cause an 
autoimmune attack of the myelin component of autoimmune attack of the myelin component of 
the brain and spine in people who have a the brain and spine in people who have a 
genetic predisposition.genetic predisposition.  

Over 100 different genes and Over 100 different genes and 
loci contributing to MS loci contributing to MS 
susceptibility have been susceptibility have been 
identified so far. Thankfully the identified so far. Thankfully the 
past 25 years has seen the past 25 years has seen the 
introduction of 10 therapies introduction of 10 therapies 
that are effective in reducing that are effective in reducing 
the risk of relapses and the risk of relapses and 
disability progression in MS disability progression in MS 
with more to come in the with more to come in the 
coming years. These coming years. These 
therapies all act on various therapies all act on various 
components of the adaptive components of the adaptive 
immune system.immune system.  

The injectable therapies of betaThe injectable therapies of beta--interferon and interferon and 
glatiramer acetate are only modestly effective in glatiramer acetate are only modestly effective in 
terms of relapse rates and disability terms of relapse rates and disability 
accumulation over 2 years, but have proven to accumulation over 2 years, but have proven to 
be very safe over 20 or more years and seems be very safe over 20 or more years and seems 
to adequately control the disease over this time to adequately control the disease over this time 
frame in perhaps 30frame in perhaps 30--40% of patients. The 40% of patients. The 
effectiveness of betainterferons appears to be effectiveness of betainterferons appears to be 
similar across several stages of MS including similar across several stages of MS including 
the first initial presentation, relapsing remitting the first initial presentation, relapsing remitting 
MS and the secondary progressive stage in MS and the secondary progressive stage in 
terms of relapse rates and MRI activity at least. terms of relapse rates and MRI activity at least. 
The oral drug teriflunomide has similar efficacy The oral drug teriflunomide has similar efficacy 
to the interferons and is generally well to the interferons and is generally well 
tolerated. Fingolimod and dimethylfumarate are tolerated. Fingolimod and dimethylfumarate are 
two further tablets that have slightly greater two further tablets that have slightly greater 
efficacy in terms of relapses and prevention of efficacy in terms of relapses and prevention of 
disability progression. Both have some minor disability progression. Both have some minor 
practical issues with their use but are generally practical issues with their use but are generally 
well tolerated.well tolerated.  

Both of these medications have now been Both of these medications have now been 
associated with single cases of progressive associated with single cases of progressive 

multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML). This multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML). This 
complication has been a particular problem with complication has been a particular problem with 
the monoclonal antibody natalizumab where the monoclonal antibody natalizumab where 
there have now been over 500 cases of PML.there have now been over 500 cases of PML.  

PML is caused by the JC virus which lives PML is caused by the JC virus which lives 
quietly benignly in the kidneys of about half the quietly benignly in the kidneys of about half the 
adult population. Unfortunately, when adult population. Unfortunately, when 
immunosuppressed or immune surveillance of immunosuppressed or immune surveillance of 
the brain is prevented with natalizumab, which the brain is prevented with natalizumab, which 
blocks lymphocytes trafficking into the brain, blocks lymphocytes trafficking into the brain, 
PML can emerge in a small of number of PML can emerge in a small of number of 
people. This typically takes more than a year. people. This typically takes more than a year. 

Thankfully it is now possible Thankfully it is now possible 
to test for the JC virus using to test for the JC virus using 
an antibody assay developed an antibody assay developed 
in Denmark and it is in Denmark and it is 
recommended that this be recommended that this be 
tested in those taking tested in those taking 
natalizumab every 6 months.natalizumab every 6 months.  

In those who are, or become In those who are, or become 
positive, then a difficult positive, then a difficult 
decision as to whether to start decision as to whether to start 
or continue natalizumab or continue natalizumab 
therapy needs to be made.therapy needs to be made.  

Another monoclonal antibody, Another monoclonal antibody, 
alemtuzumab, has recently alemtuzumab, has recently 
completed phase III clinical completed phase III clinical 

trials and is now available in many parts of the trials and is now available in many parts of the 
world. This antibody identifies and destroys world. This antibody identifies and destroys 
circulating lymphocytes that normally fi ght circulating lymphocytes that normally fi ght 
infection but in MS cause CNS inflammation. infection but in MS cause CNS inflammation. 
The drug is administered as a series of The drug is administered as a series of 
infusions over 5 days initially and then another infusions over 5 days initially and then another 
3 days 12 months later.3 days 12 months later.  

In up to half of patients no further infusions are In up to half of patients no further infusions are 
required in the first 5 years. If further relapses required in the first 5 years. If further relapses 
or MRI lesions occur then further courses of 3 or MRI lesions occur then further courses of 3 
infusions can be administered. This is a very infusions can be administered. This is a very 
effective therapy and essentially reboots the effective therapy and essentially reboots the 
body’s immune system.body’s immune system.  

A significant number of patients actually A significant number of patients actually 
improve in terms of disability, but sadly as with improve in terms of disability, but sadly as with 
all the above therapies this treatment does not all the above therapies this treatment does not 
prevent or reverse established progressive prevent or reverse established progressive 
disease later on. The infusions are associated disease later on. The infusions are associated 
with moderate adverse reactions (rashes, with moderate adverse reactions (rashes, 
lethargy, nausea) but these are transient.lethargy, nausea) but these are transient.  

(continued on next page)(continued on next page)  

Risk FactorsRisk Factors  
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(continued from previous page)(continued from previous page)  

Surprisingly, with the exception of herpetic Surprisingly, with the exception of herpetic 
infections which can be avoided through the infections which can be avoided through the 
prophylactic use of acyclovir, opportunistic prophylactic use of acyclovir, opportunistic 
infections have not been a significant issue. The infections have not been a significant issue. The 
immune system reconstitutes itself from the immune system reconstitutes itself from the 
bone marrow within 1 bone marrow within 1 ––  3 months.3 months.  

The commonest adverse effect is the The commonest adverse effect is the 
development of autoimmune disease including development of autoimmune disease including 
thyroid (30%), low platelets with a risk of thyroid (30%), low platelets with a risk of 
bleeding (2%) and a rare condition of the bleeding (2%) and a rare condition of the 
kidneys and lungs (0.5%). The risk of these kidneys and lungs (0.5%). The risk of these 
appears to be within the first 5 years and appears to be within the first 5 years and 
therefore necessitates month blood and urine therefore necessitates month blood and urine 
screening. When detected early in this way screening. When detected early in this way 
these conditions are generally easily treated these conditions are generally easily treated 
without long term problems.without long term problems.  

Autologous haematopoietic stem cell therapy or Autologous haematopoietic stem cell therapy or 
bone marrow transplantation has shown bone marrow transplantation has shown 
considerable promise for severe relapsing considerable promise for severe relapsing 
remitting MS in uncontrolled observational remitting MS in uncontrolled observational 
studies but carries a risk of death which in the studies but carries a risk of death which in the 
largest recent review of studies and registries largest recent review of studies and registries 
across Europe was as high as 3.8%. Further across Europe was as high as 3.8%. Further 
controlled trials are proceeding and hopefully controlled trials are proceeding and hopefully 
these will clarify the exact role of this therapeutic these will clarify the exact role of this therapeutic 
approach. At this time this is an option worth approach. At this time this is an option worth 
considering in early aggressive MS where other considering in early aggressive MS where other 
treatments are failing.treatments are failing.  

All of the above therapies are aimed at relapsing All of the above therapies are aimed at relapsing 
remitting MS and evidence is now emerging that remitting MS and evidence is now emerging that 
treatment at this early stage even with treatment at this early stage even with 
moderately effective therapies such as betamoderately effective therapies such as beta--
interferon and glatiramer acetate does reduce interferon and glatiramer acetate does reduce 
the likelihood of disease progressive over the the likelihood of disease progressive over the 
longer term. Thus in relapsing remitting disease longer term. Thus in relapsing remitting disease 
the target of treatment is to ensure no evidence the target of treatment is to ensure no evidence 
of disease activity (NEDA) in the forms of of disease activity (NEDA) in the forms of 
relapses, disability progression or new lesions relapses, disability progression or new lesions 
on MRI.on MRI.  

Many treatments are also now showing clear Many treatments are also now showing clear 
benefits in reducing brain atrophy. The most benefits in reducing brain atrophy. The most 
difficult task for neurologists now is to judge difficult task for neurologists now is to judge 

what level treatment is appropriate for each what level treatment is appropriate for each 
person with MS. There are two broad options, person with MS. There are two broad options, 
start with safer more modestly affective start with safer more modestly affective 
treatments and then escalate if further disease treatments and then escalate if further disease 
activity occurs, or start with the most effective activity occurs, or start with the most effective 
therapy whose risks are acceptable to both the therapy whose risks are acceptable to both the 
person with MS and the neurologist. All decision person with MS and the neurologist. All decision 
will need to be individual and take into account will need to be individual and take into account 
personal expectations in life and perceived personal expectations in life and perceived 
balance of risks and benefits.balance of risks and benefits.  

There have now been at least 14 major clinical There have now been at least 14 major clinical 
trials in progressive MS, unfortunately these trials in progressive MS, unfortunately these 
have been largely negative, although two trials have been largely negative, although two trials 
of betaof beta--interferon were positive for their primary interferon were positive for their primary 
disability outcome measure. Simvastatin disability outcome measure. Simvastatin 
showed a positive effect on brain atrophy but no showed a positive effect on brain atrophy but no 
clinical benefit. A recent small phase III trial of clinical benefit. A recent small phase III trial of 
high dose biotin (300 mg), a B vitamin that may high dose biotin (300 mg), a B vitamin that may 
reduce How Important is an MRI? by Wallace reduce How Important is an MRI? by Wallace 
Brownlee oxidative stress, in progressive MS Brownlee oxidative stress, in progressive MS 
was positive for its primary outcome measure was positive for its primary outcome measure 
(sustained improvement). This result ideally (sustained improvement). This result ideally 
needs to be confirmed in a second trial, but this needs to be confirmed in a second trial, but this 
is clearly a very promising development. A trial is clearly a very promising development. A trial 
of vitamin D in people with their first of vitamin D in people with their first 
demyelinating event is currently underway demyelinating event is currently underway 
across Australia and New Zealand.across Australia and New Zealand.  

In summary, we now have a range of effective In summary, we now have a range of effective 
therapies for MS which in the majority of people therapies for MS which in the majority of people 
with relapsing remitting MS are having a with relapsing remitting MS are having a 
significant impact on improving the medium term significant impact on improving the medium term 
outcome. More data is needed with regards to outcome. More data is needed with regards to 
long term safety and long term outcomes with long term safety and long term outcomes with 
the newer therapies but the current trends are the newer therapies but the current trends are 
all very encouraging. Treatment decisions need all very encouraging. Treatment decisions need 
to be tailored to the individual. Some into be tailored to the individual. Some in--roads roads 
into the pathology and treatment of progressive into the pathology and treatment of progressive 
MS and the recent announcement of a global MS and the recent announcement of a global 
research fund of €22 million through the research fund of €22 million through the 
Progressive MS Alliance is to be applauded.Progressive MS Alliance is to be applauded.  

Through the concerted efforts of many around Through the concerted efforts of many around 
the world the outlook for those diagnosed with the world the outlook for those diagnosed with 
MS is improving all the time.MS is improving all the time.  
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MRI is the key investigation that neurologists use to diagnose MRI is the key investigation that neurologists use to diagnose 
multiple sclerosis (MS). In the past 15 years there have been multiple sclerosis (MS). In the past 15 years there have been 
major changes to the diagnostic criteria for MS that incorporate major changes to the diagnostic criteria for MS that incorporate 
the results of MRI scanning.the results of MRI scanning.  

Using MRI we can now diagnose and ultimately treat MS at an Using MRI we can now diagnose and ultimately treat MS at an 
earlier time point.earlier time point.  

Although the MRI scans we use in everyday practice are a Although the MRI scans we use in everyday practice are a 
powerful tool for diagnosing MS they only provide limited powerful tool for diagnosing MS they only provide limited 
information about prognosis. This is important because relapsinginformation about prognosis. This is important because relapsing--remitting MS is a variable remitting MS is a variable 
condition and people can have very different experiences in the longer term.condition and people can have very different experiences in the longer term.  

Some people with relapsingSome people with relapsing--remitting MS develop permanent disability either because of poor remitting MS develop permanent disability either because of poor 
recovery from relapses or because the course of their MS changes as a result of secondary recovery from relapses or because the course of their MS changes as a result of secondary 
progression. However, in other people MS is a much milder illness resulting in little physical progression. However, in other people MS is a much milder illness resulting in little physical 
disability in the longer term.disability in the longer term.  

I’m conducting a research study to try and understand the reasons why some people with relapsingI’m conducting a research study to try and understand the reasons why some people with relapsing
--remitting MS become disabled in the longer term and other people stay relatively well. We are remitting MS become disabled in the longer term and other people stay relatively well. We are 
following up a group of people who had their first symptoms of MS on average 15 years ago.following up a group of people who had their first symptoms of MS on average 15 years ago.   

We refer to this very first attack as a clinically isolated syndrome (CIS). At the time of their CIS the We refer to this very first attack as a clinically isolated syndrome (CIS). At the time of their CIS the 
people we are following up agreed to take part in an MRI research study. For the first 5 years after people we are following up agreed to take part in an MRI research study. For the first 5 years after 
CIS they came for regular MRI scans, irrespective of how they were keeping.CIS they came for regular MRI scans, irrespective of how they were keeping.   

We hope that by looking back at the MRI scans that were done over the first 5 years we can We hope that by looking back at the MRI scans that were done over the first 5 years we can 
determine what MRI changes are most strongly associated with disability in the longer term.determine what MRI changes are most strongly associated with disability in the longer term.   

In a preliminary analysis we have found that early spinal cord changes detected on MRI (spinal In a preliminary analysis we have found that early spinal cord changes detected on MRI (spinal 
cord lesions and atrophy) may be a better predictor of long term disability than brain MRI cord lesions and atrophy) may be a better predictor of long term disability than brain MRI 
measures.measures.  

We are also obtaining a new research quality MRI scan as part of the long term follow up. In We are also obtaining a new research quality MRI scan as part of the long term follow up. In 
addition to the standard sequences we are also investigating a number of new, advanced MRI addition to the standard sequences we are also investigating a number of new, advanced MRI 
sequences. These include scans that detect grey matter lesions that we don’t see on a standard sequences. These include scans that detect grey matter lesions that we don’t see on a standard 
MRI.MRI.  

We are also looking at new techniques that can measure levels of sodium (salt) in the brain and the We are also looking at new techniques that can measure levels of sodium (salt) in the brain and the 
density of nerve cells in the grey and white matter, both potential measures of neuroaxonal (brain density of nerve cells in the grey and white matter, both potential measures of neuroaxonal (brain 
cell) loss that may be the underlying cause of long term disability in MS.cell) loss that may be the underlying cause of long term disability in MS.   

The long term follow up study will be completed in September 2015 and we hope to present our The long term follow up study will be completed in September 2015 and we hope to present our 
results in mid 2016. results in mid 2016.   

How Important is an MRI?How Important is an MRI?  
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The new regulations approved in Nov 2014 by Pharmac for MS treatments in NZ represent a The new regulations approved in Nov 2014 by Pharmac for MS treatments in NZ represent a 
substantial step forward, although there are still significant restrictions in use of the new substantial step forward, although there are still significant restrictions in use of the new 
medications.medications.  

More effective medications are now available and access approved for patients with less disability, More effective medications are now available and access approved for patients with less disability, 
earlier in the course of the disease. At the same time approval is more limited for patients with earlier in the course of the disease. At the same time approval is more limited for patients with 
more severe disability, as evidence is lacking that the treatments are effective in later stages of the more severe disability, as evidence is lacking that the treatments are effective in later stages of the 
disease, particularly where there is low grade progressive worsening.disease, particularly where there is low grade progressive worsening.  

The main value of the treatments is in preventing relapses. There is the reasonable expectation The main value of the treatments is in preventing relapses. There is the reasonable expectation 
that early effective reduction of relapses will help prevent later progressive disease, but that is not that early effective reduction of relapses will help prevent later progressive disease, but that is not 
established.established.  

Since March 2000 we have had access to betainterferons (Avonex and Betaferon), with glatiramer Since March 2000 we have had access to betainterferons (Avonex and Betaferon), with glatiramer 
acetate (Copaxone) added as an option in Dec 2005. At the same time some changes were made acetate (Copaxone) added as an option in Dec 2005. At the same time some changes were made 
to the clinical criteria for approval, giving access to patients with less severe disability. However to the clinical criteria for approval, giving access to patients with less severe disability. However 
treatment was still restricted to patients with frequent relapses and significant residual disability.treatment was still restricted to patients with frequent relapses and significant residual disability.   

The new regulations give access to treatment also to patients with active relapsing MS without The new regulations give access to treatment also to patients with active relapsing MS without 
residual disability, but still not to patients with very early disease after only one clinical attack. The residual disability, but still not to patients with very early disease after only one clinical attack. The 
upper limit of disability is now limited to an Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score of 4.0 or upper limit of disability is now limited to an Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score of 4.0 or 
less less ––  essentially that requires the ability to walk 500 m without support and without stopping.essentially that requires the ability to walk 500 m without support and without stopping.   

The basic process for accessing MS treatment has not changed, with applications made by The basic process for accessing MS treatment has not changed, with applications made by 
neurologists on patients’ behalf to the MS Treatment Assessment Committee (MSTAC), with defi neurologists on patients’ behalf to the MS Treatment Assessment Committee (MSTAC), with defi 
ned criteria for qualifying relapses. There is annual review of progress on treatment, also monitored ned criteria for qualifying relapses. There is annual review of progress on treatment, also monitored 
by MSTAC, with strict criteria for stopping treatment if progress is not satisfactory.by MSTAC, with strict criteria for stopping treatment if progress is not satisfactory.   

The new treatments are natalizumab (Tysabri) which is given by monthly iv infusions, and The new treatments are natalizumab (Tysabri) which is given by monthly iv infusions, and 
fingolimod (Gilenya) which is taken as a daily capsule. Both require more intensive monitoring than fingolimod (Gilenya) which is taken as a daily capsule. Both require more intensive monitoring than 
the older (self) injected treatments and have a small risk of serious sidethe older (self) injected treatments and have a small risk of serious side--effects.effects.  

Approval may still be given for betaApproval may still be given for beta--interferon and glatiramer acetate if the new treatments are interferon and glatiramer acetate if the new treatments are 
considered to be contraconsidered to be contra--indicated. Patients already established on the old treatments can continue indicated. Patients already established on the old treatments can continue 
under the previous regulations, or may switch to one of the new treatments if disability is not severe under the previous regulations, or may switch to one of the new treatments if disability is not severe 
––  in essence an EDSS score of 4.0 or less.in essence an EDSS score of 4.0 or less.  

Over the 15 years of Pharmac funded MS treatment to date, about 1150 patients have been Over the 15 years of Pharmac funded MS treatment to date, about 1150 patients have been 
approved for betaapproved for beta--interferon or glatiramer acetate (of a total of about 3000 MS patients in NZ). At interferon or glatiramer acetate (of a total of about 3000 MS patients in NZ). At 
the introduction of the new treatments, about 680 patients were still on the older injectable the introduction of the new treatments, about 680 patients were still on the older injectable 
treatments. It was expected that most would switch to the new treatments, and that has been the treatments. It was expected that most would switch to the new treatments, and that has been the 
case, but many, who have been doing well and have not had problems with the injections, have case, but many, who have been doing well and have not had problems with the injections, have 
opted to continue on their current treatment.opted to continue on their current treatment.  

There is still the hope that, in the future, access to treatment will be extended to patients after the There is still the hope that, in the future, access to treatment will be extended to patients after the 
first clinical attack, if it is clear that MS is the cause and active inflammation continues on MR first clinical attack, if it is clear that MS is the cause and active inflammation continues on MR 
scans. There is also concern that some of the criteria for stopping treatment if disability increases scans. There is also concern that some of the criteria for stopping treatment if disability increases 
may be too strict.may be too strict.  

Application of the new regulations in applying for and selecting the appropriate new treatment, has Application of the new regulations in applying for and selecting the appropriate new treatment, has 
substantially increased the workload for neurologists, with delays also related to extra MR scans substantially increased the workload for neurologists, with delays also related to extra MR scans 
and other tests required, plus access to facilities for natalizumab infusions and the first dose of and other tests required, plus access to facilities for natalizumab infusions and the first dose of 
fingolimod, which requires closely monitored observation for a day, because of a small risk of fingolimod, which requires closely monitored observation for a day, because of a small risk of 
slowing of the heart rate.slowing of the heart rate.  

Those issues have led to a good deal of frustration for patients. The problems should ease over the Those issues have led to a good deal of frustration for patients. The problems should ease over the 
year, as suitable arrangements are more widely established and coyear, as suitable arrangements are more widely established and co--ordinated, but, in most areas ordinated, but, in most areas 
extra funding from DHBs to support the process will not be available.extra funding from DHBs to support the process will not be available.  

Pharmac and MSPharmac and MSPharmac and MS   

Treatment in NZTreatment in NZTreatment in NZ   
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A SPECIAL THANKS TO A SPECIAL THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT!THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS FOR THEIR CONTINUED SUPPORT!  

      

      

      


